
Virginia beach friends  

 

Present this letter of loving appreciation 

To 

 

Linda Serrette 
Head of School, Friends School, 2011 - 2017 

Teacher Linda, for the past six years as Head of School and for several prior years as a gifted lead teacher, 

you have inspired and enriched the lives of those of us who are gathered in this Meetinghouse.  We 

remember that this graceful, intimate place of worship and fellowship was designed also to serve as the 

first classroom building on the Friends School campus.  Through sixty-one academic years, students and 

other seekers have found inspiration here, as we do today.  Indeed, we count the history and ongoing life 

of this Meeting in academic terms, for we Virginia Beach Friends cannot think of ourselves apart from the 

life of the School, whose youthful voices and creative energies perennially refresh us.  Most in this room 

have spent many hours at the school as volunteers, attenders at school plays and concerts and graduations, 

substitute teachers, school committee members, or green-thumbed Spring-it-on-a-thoners.  And for the 

past six years we have counted it our good fortune that the small but intensely busy little office over there 

has been occupied by a truly authentic educator, who has the intelligence and professionalism, finesse and 

gumption, and persevering heart to bring all these energies and activities into balance, day after day.  

 

Today, we want to tell you of our admiration for your strength and savvy in managing the daily enterprise 

of the School, always with fewer resources than it needed and deserved.  Thank you for the many ways 

you have steadied and strengthened it -- protecting and serving as a strong role model to its students, 

building-up the quality, confidence, and collegiality of its faculty and staff, creating a distinctive 

curriculum, nurturing trust between School and Meeting, and reweaving Quaker values into the fabric and 

processes of the School.  Because of your faithful leadership, Friday morning Meetings for Worship in 

this room continue to be integral to the life of the School, scattering among our diverse students seeds of 

curiosity, perhaps even hunger, for the mystery of the Inner Light, for largeness of mind and heart, for 

social justice and peace, seeds that may flower into mindfulness, discernment and wisdom.  

 

We can sense the sacrifices you have made to lead the school in this challenging era – to bind its wounds, 

to rebuild its momentum, to achieve its reaccreditation, to strengthen its character and sharpen its image 

in the community. We know and honor the worth of what you have accomplished here. We have 

cherished your regular communications from the School, especially your winsome oral reports to this 

Meeting, so nimble, so informative, so Calypsonian in their wit and lilting rhythms.  We will remember 

and miss your inimitable voice in the months and years to come.  Your contributions will especially 

resound in the lives of the many students and colleagues you have inspired and supported. We pray for 

quick recovery for Andre from his surgery and for bright new adventures for you both. Be assured that 

you will always be welcomed back here in this Meeting, which you have so enlivened. 

 
PRESENTED THIS first day at the meeting for worship with attention to 

business, Sixth Month 11 of the year 2017, in virginia beach, virginia 

  

 

  

        Clerk                 clerk   

     Virginia beach friends meeting        SCHOOL COMMITTEE   


